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BUME'S AIMS, strategies, and conclusions were examined in the'
first twO chapters. In this chapter we turn to an exposition~
an,uy,i" and defcn'" 01 majo, implication' of bi, vicw,.!i>i
pa<licula< we comid" thc ,elation between ,ingola, "atem"l\"
aboot pa<ticola< cau..1 "lation' and oniv",.! ,tatemen" abq~t

general causal relations.
Bume's theory represents a profound and in some ways penna,

nent shift in the history of philosophy, iri which causalla'Wsre-

placed cau..1 in,taUC" .. tbe "al locu' 01 contmvcr,y ab.o"!;
tbc cau..1 "lation. Hume', p"dc<"'O" bad ,uppo"d thaotli.
camal "lation w.. to bc analyred in tero" 01 a pa<licula< it"",-I>,
inbe"nt pow", efficacy, 0' agency--o, pbap' in tbe tta>#ij>
sion of some quantity like energy, which an inherentpOweri'
made po..ible. Tbey aha believed tbat cau"u law' are dih'WiJ
and "tabli,bcd tbrougb the "pcated expcricncc 01 p""i~I'!'i"

quencC' 01 pbenomena independently "cognired .. cauJ;>iI..,
cba<aelC<.Wc bavc aJIeady "en tbat Hume', own b',fu~ 61
eoperoican ,evolution rev"'" thi' pielu'" individu,u""",<!iI
ca",ation a<e to be an,uyred in lero" 01 comtant conjuntti""""
wbile tbc pow,," we acco,d to tbem are ..,imilaled to th",t"'"
of a mental association.

Bume's Copernican shift obliges him to provide firstalLac,
count 01 tbe natu" 01 tbc'" law', "cond a ju"ificationiJ~~'i.I\'
claim tbat tbe trotb 01 ..ngola< cau..1 ,talemcn" depend!;"""tl"
trotb 01 law "atemen" (in"cad of tbc "ve"c), and tl>il)!l'"
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explanation of why we sometimes correctly make singular causal
claims without knowing the allegedly relevant laws and some.
times in the absence of previous acquaintance with the items
of the sort causally related. We intend to discharge these and
others of Hume's obligations in our analysis of his treatment of
the relation of law and instance.

I

Bume's denial of the primacy of individual causal sequences in
understanding causal relations is not so much a consequence
of his regularity theory as its starting point. His denial that we
can learn what causation consists in by attending to particular
sequenceshinges on the claim that nothing is observable in these
cases to distinguish them from accidental sequences. That is,
we experience no quality or relation common and peculiar to
'individual sequences deemed causal, and we therefore cannot
determine what causes and effects there might or must be by the
minutest inspection of a particular event, state, or condition (T,
75).Specifically, the power, efficacy,or agency other philosophers
accord to causes to explain the occurrence of their effects, is
somethingwe are incapable of detecting. As Hume puts it, "there
is nothing in any object, considered in itself, which can afford
uS"areason for drawing a conclusion beyond it" (T, 139).

The empiricist strictures of Hume's ideas and impressions doc-
trine nudges him from this purely negative claim to his positive
regularity theory of causality. It is sometimes contended that
Hume'smarch can be stopped well short of his regularity ac-
~ountif only we refuse to grant his negative, empiricist claim
~

that causality cannot be detected in the individual case. Gertrude
Ariscombeso argues:

i(A]sto the statement that we can never observe causality in the
individual case. Someone who says this is just not going to count
anythingas "observation of causality." This often happens in philoso-
Pl}tiitis argued that "all we find" is such-and-such, and it turns out
th:earguerhas excluded from his idea of "finding" the sort of thing
hesayswe don't "find." And when we consider what we are allowed
to say'we do "find," we have the right to turn the tables on Hume,
~ndsay that neither do we perceive bodies, such as billiard balls,
approachingone another. When we "consider the matter with the
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ut'"o" atteutioO" we find nnly an imp,e~inn nf ttavd made by
..",..i" po.itio", of a round wbite paW. in our vi..al fie\& . . . ett.'

An,",ombe"aim i, to ",gue lor the primacy of individual ca=1 .
"qnence'. Her .trateg'f i' to attack Hume" epi"emology, boping
that its inadequacies will cast a pall over his theory of causa-
tion. Ameombe i, quite wrong to ,nw,t, bowever, that !rom
the lact tbat we do perceive pbY'ical object., pace Huroe'.
tbeory 01 perception, the conclu,ioncan be reached that we also
perceive "a lot 01 cau.ality." Qni'" apart {rom interpretative
",n" ,egarding wbether Hnme doub'" tbat we perceivepbyn<al
obj""" it i. clear that Hume doe' not deny tbat we ob=ve
casesof causal sequence and identify them on the basis of cur-
rent and p",t ob"rvation. Tbere i. 01 ron"" al'" a ""'" in
wbicb cau..lity i, not ob",rvable, and An"ombe ber",11adroi.
tbat in tb" "n'" Hnme was rorrect, thongb ,be do" '" in
termS calculated to show flume mistaken. flume's standard
cb31\cnge to bi. opponen'" was, "prodnce ,m'" in"ance, wberein
the efficacy is plainly discoverable to the mind, and its opera-
tions obvious to our consciousness or sensation" (T, 157-58).
Anscombe accepts the challenge:

i'll'

r'il',II'
.

'

~\
.
II,il"
I

Nothing is easier: is cutting, is drinking, is purring not "efficacy"?Butl
i' " ttUe th" the app""n' p""ption of ,um thin", may be on~
app."n" we may be deceivedby fahe appe"..n"" Hume p""m..bl~
wants us to "produce an instanCe"in which efficacyis related to seD'
"tinn at "d i.. It " ttUe th" we can', do tbat; it i. not " ,,1i"~
tn "n..tion. He i, aloobdped, in making bi' a,",,",ent that we doa't
pet"ive "efficacy,"by bit curio", belief that "efficacy"mean' ,"udj
the samething as "necessaryconnection"!2

For tbe purpn'" of Hume', argument that particnlar """al

"quenc" cannot directly and immediately be recognired;, all'
that is required is the admission that "efficacy," or power'or
agency, or productive force, or any of tbe cognat" of ca""nOn;
i, not related to "n"tion in tbe way "red" i', wb.""er,yaj'
tbat may be. Tbat the" lo""er """" ",e not so related'tO
"n"tion i. indeed a ron"'quence of Hume', epi"emologj' iii)<!f
,. Gert,ud' An-be, "Cau..lI<y"d D""",ina"on,"at "p"""". la',",
nat S",",,d. C.."."oo ..d c,.dW"'" (O""d. OX",dun".",t, ,..
1975), pp. 68-69'
2. Ibid., p. 69.

r" I ".'t.
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theory of perception. It is, however, also ,a consequence of a
large number of other such theories, including some specifically
mentioned and rejected by Hume himself. In any event, so far

'f as Hume's "curious belief" is concerned, the notion that efficacy

provides the necessary connection Hume's opponents hoped to
find is a tentative concession Hume makes to his opponents in
order to increase the plausibility of their argument; it is not a

gratuitous assumption he himself embraces.
The passage quoted above is found in that section of the

Treatise in which Hume examines all possible senses of necessary
connection, and all possible attributions to causal sequences that
might perform the functions accorded to necessary connection.
Anscombe's attack represents a common mistake among Hume's
critics, who suppose that defects in one of his theories must
vitiate the central and distinctive features of other parts of his

philosophy. It may be true that Hume's epistemological views
and his theory of meaning first led him to a regularity account
of causation, but the latter account may be assessed inde-
pendently of his theories of knowledge and language. Indeed, his
ownarguments may consistently be expounded outside those con-
texts. (Moreover, any alternative to Hume's regularity approach
ideallyshould explain why there is no directly or indirectly de-
tectableproperty common and peculiar to causal sequences. Ans-
combe'sview does not count as such an alternative, because
her view is that the notion of causation is altogether unan-
alyzable.Her view can only be refuted by producing a successful
andcomplete alternative analysis.)

BecauseHume thinks no third thing is ever to be observed be-
sidesthe two conjoined events called cause and effect, he is led
to the view that there is a connection of meaning between the
truth of a singular causal statement and the truth of one or
morestatements reflecting the regularity observed. A semantical
entailmentbetween singular causal statements and lawlike state-
I!lentsis required by both of Hume's two definitions. These two

~definitionsreflect Hume's commitment to the primacy of laws
overindividualcasesin the analysis of causation, for to regard
~nindividual sequence as causal is iPso facto to regard it as an
Instanceof a general law; to confirm that a sequence is causal is
ta~tamountto confirming that a general statement is a law. The
UnIversalityHume thus finds within the particularity of in-

'I
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dividual cau..1 "quenc" "plac" the nece"ity conceived earlier
in the hi,tory of philo,ophY .. that which is moot cen"al to the
concept of caure. lIut what exactly i' the "Iatlonship hetWeen
the singola< "atement and the law whore truth i, a ,emantlca11)
necessary condition fo' the ,ingola< ,tatement" truth? Th.

putative ,elation mu" he 'qua"d with the evident fact that ali
-Humeans included-are willing to offer singular causal state-
ments as true without knowing the laws that a" allegedly their
necessary conditions.

n

We mu,t h"t di,cu" the Humean notion of a ca..allaw. Un'
[o".nately, Hume never explicitly "at" the condition, a ,tit.
ment mu,t meet to qualify .. a causal law; mo"over, he lca'"
even da<ker what kind of entity qualih" as a cau..1 instal\te,
In this section we "consnuct Hume" tacit comminnents 011
hoth ,,0"" Fi"t, hoWev" , we di"u" the meanings of tkin,
dehnite lahel "law of natu"," which Hume u'"' only ",.o\Y',an4'
then without careful attention to its meaning. \II

In ,cientihc d;'cou'se "law of na,",e" cov'" I'" tenitory1t1i>.
in common discou"e, fo' in the latt" it may he appli.411o'
cau,,! unifonniti" only crudely fonnulated and undenW'
Science, of co",se, "cogn"e, ,ome noncau..1 law', huiwhen
w",d' such .. "law" and "lawlike gen"alization" 0' "noniof'!ii\
cal gen"alization" (to distingui,h law' uom oth" uni'Jetoal'
"atements) a" ured In thi' chap"'" they should he unde!i!9i>iii
.. including only the cla" of ,"",al laws and gene"'Uii~
Thi' class we take to have extensive memhe<,hip and no~to.ii!o
coincident with the class of ,,;entip' laws. Any uni-iiI'Qi!\i1'

gene",lization qualih" if it is trUe and eith" i, in[en«!i,!JjJiI
its in"ance' 0' i, deducihle uom anoth" genernlinti'!t'. OII~
d"ived analogically from oth" law' (cf. EHU, sec. .~);,~

-I\,',l

ments ,uch .. "Open Ram" caure dry new'pap" to tiut»i '"
law ,tatements iu ou' stipu!ative, ""ricted rense of t~eitOll:.
(Cf. Hume's ure of the tenn' "law" and "gen"'! fac~,.",(t\J!1!'
SOC'.90, ,go, 47.) Causal law' in th;' senre need not ,,!~fi\i~.!)it
..,h "cause" 0' its cognate'. The law' could he'st."'!\'(o!
example, in the langoage of contiguity and su"",sio.,'<>1"':

p",sed in ..,h' and oth" partS of ,pee,h that "Reet ",...l~'

~
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nections. Thus "Open flames burn dry newspapers" is as much
a causal law as the previous expression employing the word
"cause." But, however formulated, every expression of a causal
laWis governed by a set of definitive specifications, a set we shall
noW examine in detail. To a large extent these specifications
constitute the stock in trade of contemporary discussions of
causal law. Nevertheless, it will be useful to collect them all
here, and to find their warrant in the Humean corpus.,

In the first place, Hume's emphasis on constant conjunction
makes it patent that an irregularity of conjunction among par-
ticular sequences is impossible. Accordingly, a first specification
for any causal law, c, is the Uniformity SPecification:

(1) c states a uniform relation of contiguity and succession be-
tween relevantly similar pairs of particular entities (Xl,Yl),

(X2'Y2). . . (xn,Yn).

This specification is obviously insufficient, since Hume de-
mandsthat all genuine instances of the type X be so related to
an instance of type Y. Whenever and wherever a geriuine ante-
cedentcondition X appears, a consequent condition Y follows

(thoughy's may conceivably occur without x's). A second speci-
fication,then, is the Universality SPecification:

(2)Cis universally quantified and has the form of a universal
conditional.

Accordingto Hume's first definition of causation (Dfl), after
whichthese first two specifications are patterned, it is a con-
ceptUaltruth that causal laws are exceptionless. Statements de-
scribingregularities that "generally" or "frequently" hold do
1\or'qualify as laws. Nomological generalizations always have
t~e'g~neralform "X is succeeded without fail by Y." But this
forrlftif~is still too simple. Hume is committed to the formula
"Same'causex, same effect y" provided that the causally relevant
conditionssurrounding x and y are also the same. A fuller anal-
ysisOfthis theory of causal laws, then, would read as follows:
"Wheneveran instance of x and causal conditions 0 coexist, an

~I\s~anceof y follows contiguously." Hume would undoubtedly
JnSlstt~a,tany full formulation of a causal law would include
>t~l~COl1lpleteset of jointly sufficient conditions, and many criti-
ClS~sof,Hume seem plausible only because they miss this im-
POt~ntpoint.
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Causal laws must also take the form of universal conditionals.

LaWS are often thought to be appropriately expressed, at least to
a first approximation, in the universal conditional form "All A's
are B's," where "A" and "B" are schematic letters for descriptive

predicate'. Con"",ed ., (x)(A,~B» thi, fonD may""'" ..ti.
fadory. Th"e "e, howev", "'v ,,"I re"oo' why a Hum"n roig~t
ohject to it, unle" foeth" ,pcdficatio", are mentioned. Fi"t,
causal laws express a strong universal relation of succession that
is masked by the atemporal and purely material conditional "All
A's are B's." Second, accidental regularities share an identical
logical fonD. Thied, the dNxiptive tenD' th"""'!v,, might in,
volve dispositional concepts or causal relations that simply shift,
the analysis to a different level. Accordingly, it is better to begin
with the looser form "Whenever condition A obtains, then con:
dition B obtains," where it is understood that causal predicates
cannot be substituted for "A" and "B," and that these descrip-
tive predicates are logically independent. Even though modern
!ogic retOgoi,.., no differente hetween "all" ant! "when"":' I
the tatt« more do",ly ,eR"" Hume', ,pcdfication,. Moreover. I
,ince Hume "g"d' cau'" and effect ., p"kctly di"inct,',,"iI
"pacahk even", ,ymholication 01 cau..1 geo,,"l;'atio", :""i\~1
well recognize this logical difference by means of tWOquantifiets;,
The following is therefore an initially attractive renderirig~()f'c:

(x) (Ax:) (:3 y) (By.Syx)1
This formula expresses the structure of a statement :iJO..t~~

effect that whenever there exists an instance of A, it is sutceeded' I
hy an in;tante 01 B. The v""ahle "x" cange' ovcr c'",,~i!l" '
scribed by predicate "A," and the variable "y" range§:oi,ier,
effects described by predicate "B." ("S" symbolizes the~i;l'ela.tiQ!i\
of contiguoUS succession. "A"-which here includes bot&,x.atid
0 as distinguished above-and "B" are usually highlY cO1I\plex

predicate;.) Thi' "oot.oed« ,ymholieation foe c "i!I.i'II<'~'
pmumption that the cau..! fmcc of ..law i, at lea,t!\..p,>.#Ii'"
pee"ihle hy mean' of a teuth.functional tOnditional ,.cIi»li!'!!
terial implication; yet it is noW generally conceded.' th~tH"e
matecial conditiona! i' not an appeopciate logical i'",,~@j't'

to express causal sufficiency.3 :I.I~ .'
T,,"pocacily laying .,ide peohl,,"' 01 logical fonn"'o""~~~~

Ii

;~\II

3, See, e.g., Davidson's work cited in footnote 11 below.

~
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sis of laws as universal conditionals is still incomplete, for such
statements could describe accidental conjunctions (sharing the
same logical form), and they could be false. The problem of
accidental sequence is not dispelled by the Universality and Uni-
formity Specifications-a major problem confronted throughout
Chapter 4. False statements must, of course, be excluded; and
since the Universality Specification covers all cases, there must
at no time be a falsifying instance. A third specification, then, is

(3) cis omnitemporally true.

This condition requires elaboration. The omnitemporality quali-
fication is redundant: all nonindexical expressions that have
truth-value have it omnitemporally, and causal laws cannot sat-
isfy the universality and uniformity conditions if ineliminably
indexical terms figure in their expression. The qualification is
included here to emphasize the requirement that laws be totally
exceptionless. It must also be borne in mind that (3) is not an
epistemic requirement. (3) does not require c be known to be
true, or even that it be believed true. Indeed, (3) does not de-
scribeany conditions for the acceptance of c as lawlike. (These
epistemic issues will be treated in Chapter 4.)

Finally, a universal causal conditional describes a constant
conjunction of instances that fulfill, as a matter of contingent
fact, the succession expressed by the statement. De facto uni-
versality is integral to Hume's attack on rationalism and pro-
Videsa fourth specification:

(4) cis contingent.4

This specification requires that statements of causal connection
not~be logically necessary. Although the nature of causal laws
istsuchthat, by definition, they are exceptionless, any particular
causalgeneralization can be denied without self-contradiction.
ASishownin the previous chapter, it is a fundamental point in

{.Jnaccordancewith this specification,the truth-functional formulas men-
tlonedhunderspecificationnumber 2 would have to be amended to show that
.ca1J~~and an effect are not members of the same class. This is not to deny
tb~t.tbere are analytically true general causal statements such as "Fatal
lll1nessescause death" or perhaps "Vacuum bottles cause liquids to remain

'rtrm"'.W~ether th~se statements are nomological generalizations and re-
.ted.ljueShonsare discussed in later chapters.
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Hume', philowphY that cau,.l couuectioo, caunot he di"overed
by "reawniug> a 1»""""" ,iuce knowledge of ,uch ",latio", "",i,..
entirely ",om ",perience" of con,tant coniunction" or com..
analogically or by education. Cau,al gen"alhation" then, "'e
contingent in the sense that their troth or fal,ity depend, on (is
contingent on) empirical "uth conditio", (EHU, Sees. 'H3).

Although Hume nev" bmaches tbe ,ubject, his nse of te'""
,uch as "alway'" and "con"antly" s"ongly ,ugge'" that he
would agree with those mod"n philowpheta who i",i,t that
law ,tatements in the present tense are ,tatemen" of un,"!ricted
universality." Thi' additional specification is essential for two
related ",ason" Fitat, cau,.1 law' a'" not m"e substitutes for
Ii'ts of proper nam". They ,tate that the'" has nev" been, h
not, and nev" will be an ",ception to tbe ",golariti" they""
p""" Thi, i' troe even if tbe classe' mentioned in the law no
long" have membeo;-e.g., "All mastodons are tooth-bearing:'
Accordingly, all laws are fonnulable in tbe present tense and
",f" to open or infinite cl""" of instance' <ath" than to,
closed or finite classes. (Law, that ref" ",clusively to past i..
"ance' describe cla,ses believed to be contingently closed ta
further augmentation.) Second, in asserting a law statement, wej
seem at least implicitly to be saying eith" that no finite numher
of observed instances compose' the ",haustive cia" of tbe law's fo'
stances or that it cannot be known that an enumerated set.il
exhaustive. Law' ,tated in the present tense, then, are contingent,
unre"ricted universal ,tatements of unifonn suc""ion believed
to be true on the basis of some observed instances.

III

Two problem' confmnting the above ,pecifications deserve i'"
mediate attention' the problem of plural cause' and the probl,,"
of ultimate causes.

plu,al CaU"'. There may be a loosen"s in the Uniforn)itj,

Specification due to Hume', neglect of the problem of a plurality
of causes. He holds that "the ,.me effect nev" ",ises buld..",

,. Cf. K. Popp~, "A No" on N"otal L>w' .nd 'o-<an'" Co""",...'"
Condidon."."Mindo.no"" -M9)',,'prin"" in PhU",ophkol""',""'.,
C,o",/lon, ".. 1'. ."ooh.mp (Endno, C,\iI., Di""nwn poblb~ "'"
1974)'

a
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the same cause" (T, 173). This declaration, forming part of
Hume's Fourth Rule "by which to judge of causes," is never
given argued support. He does not carefully consider whether
some difficulty may be generated by holding the counterclaim
that there can be two causal generalizations, "Whenever X, then
Y" and "Whenever Z, then Y," where X and Z are both logically
separate and individually sufficient conditions of Y, and where
Y is fully described in each case. He merely suggests, in his Fifth
Rule, that "where several different objects produce the same
effect, it must be by means of some quality, which we discover to
be common amongst them" (T, 174). This claim that in certain
cases there are not (or, more difficult still for Hume, could not
be) a plurality of causes has struck some philosophers, both
friendly and antagonistic, as implausible.6 C. J. Ducasse's reac-
tion is typical:

"Where several different objects produce the same effect," what im-
mediatelyand obviouslydoes followis that as a bare matter of experi-
ence nature is then not uniform. . . . [What does not follow is] that
thesedifferent objects have some common quality, as Hume asserts.7

Hume's Single Agreement criterion may be poorly formulated,
but Ducasse and others have missed his point. The point is that
to assume the general principle "same cause, same effect," is to
assumethat there is a "common quality" among "plural causes"
(T, 173).Whether it is appropriate to make this assumption is
a matter for experimentation to decide, not theory. An example
of an unresolved problem may help illustrate our meaning.
Suppose three different drugs produce apparently identical
typesof hallucination, and it is not known why. Despite our
condition of partial ignorance, we are inclined to say that the
effectin each instance is the same. This case is not significantly
differentfrom a situation in which apparently identical states
ofdrunkenness are produced by mescal, brandy, and vodka. While
mescalisdistilled from the juice of the American aloe, brandy from
thegrape, and vodka chiefly from rye, we know that there is a

6.Cf.J. L. Mackie, "Causes and Conditions," American PhilosoPhical Quar-
fer/y2 (October. 1965), pp. 245-64. and A. Pap. An Introduction to the
Philosophyof Science (New York: Free Press. 1962). PP' 255-58.
,. C.J. Ducasse. Causation and the Types of Necessity (Seattle: University
01WashingtonPress. 1924: New York: Dover, 1969), p. 15.
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di,cilla" "eommon quality," relevaut to all three taU"", that

pNdue., the ,ingle effect. Hume i, arguiug the ,imple, and we
think eorreee, point ehat our p"t we"""" in iwlating ,um
common qualities among apparently different causal sources
lead' u, to ptCdict that we can he rimilariy wcc.,,!nl in handling
such new plurality cases as those involving drugs.

Hume " here thinking 01 induetive re..oning by analogy.
Mueh the "me account i, "ill widely prevalent in ongoing work
in induetive 10gicand the theory 011awlikene... Far nom making
the wb'tantive point (which would be ,ynthetic a prior» that
there cannot be casesof plural causes,Hume is making the com-
mon sense methodological point that experience teaches us to
look for common qualities and not to rest content with such a
,imple view 01 experience.. that advanced by Due.."'. At b"t,
Due.."" "gument lead' to a "alem a" , and at wo"t it mak"
him appear to be an opponent 01 inductive reawning, whim in
fact he is not. As }uhani Pietarinen has perceptively pointed out,

Inference by analogy is closely connected with the problem of law'
likeness. A prerequisite for a growth of the degree of belief in a
geomli"tioO i, th', "",in (u,u,ny a gc'" nuenb" 01)!"opecU,"
are believed to a large extent to be irrelevant. :But the analogical rea'
soning is not all that countS. The degree of learning depends essen-
",ny 00 "",in ,~uenp"oo' ,bou' tbe "regularity" 01 the phenomen,
which the generalizations are concerned with.s

Since Hume's regularity theory of causation is neither crucial\)':

impaiced by removal 01 hi, Fouceh Rule nor ,iguiftcantly ew
hanoed by it< reten,ion, there i, no need co ""." it< ,hort_iOg<.
in detail. It should not be overlooked, however, that Hume
inten& hi, "Rule' by which to judge 01 cau"" aod effeiUi'
more" guiding principl., to the d"eovery and veriftoation 'I
cau,.1 celation, and claim' than" ftnn theoretical prirlcip\\'
that are either troe or lal... Their own warrant i, induct!....-
the ,ucce~" 01 their p..t employment. Hume won1d probabl~
not conte" the view that mo" 01 the" rol." il in any-
true, are contingently and not analytically w (though at fCilI.
wme ace coneeptual troth', il hi, deftnition' 01 "cau"" are p!"
wppo"d). But he would challenge a defender 01 the p1uroJiljj
th.,i, to pNduee an example that i, moce than ,pecu1ative.So61:t

8. Juh",i pi""iuoo, Lowli,en'u, A..l'gy, ,od lod""'" ""i' (N"""
dam: North Holland Publishing Co., 1972), pp. 10-11.
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of such an example, his Rules seem at least to be trustworthy;
and it deserves notice that those who use the objection from
causal pluralism provide no alternative explanation to account
for the alleged fact of pluralism.

Ultimate Causes. Hume's discussions of ultimate causes also

present a problem. He argues that one of reason's chief functions
is to grasp "general causes" which explain "many particular
effects." He pursues his point with the following argument:

As to the causes of these general causes, we should in vain attempt
their discovery; nor shall we ever be able to satisfy ourselves, by any

particular explication of them. These ultimate springs and principles
are tOtally shut up from human curiosity and enquiry. Elasticity, grav-
ity, cohesion of parts, communication of motion by impulse; these are
probably the ultimate causes and principles which we shall ever dis-
cover in nature; and we may esteem ourselves sufficiently happy, if,
by accurate enquiry and reasoning, we can trace up the particular
phenomena to, or near to, these general principles. The most perfect
philosophy of the natural kind only staves off our ignorance a little
longer. (EHU. Sec. 26)

If this passage is interpreted in accordance with Hume's own
theoryof causation, a search for causes of general causeswould
indeedbe "in vain." One might search for underlying and gen-
eral regularities, which explain a wide variety of phenomena;
but it would be a category mistake to seek the causes of general
causes. Hume has been accused of committing this mistake by
John Passmore:

Takethe casewhere A alwaysgoes with B. How, on this definition of
"cause" [Df)], can Hume intelligibly speak of such universal con-
tiguitiesas having a cause? Just because the contiguity of A and B is
universal,there is nothing prior to it. . . . It is meaningless to talk,
asHumedoes, of "the cause of attraction" (T, 13). In his sense of the
word"caused," it is unintelligible to speak of attraction as "caused";
it couldhave a cause only if at one time bodies did not attract one
another-in which case the laws of attraction would no longer be
universal.0

9,j. A.Passmore,RUTIle'sIntentions (Cambridge, England: Cambridge Uni-
~el1ityPress, 1952),p. 30. Passmore is referring to mental attraction between
Ideas.(In addition to T, 13, d. T, 92f, 169, 179,and EHU, Sees.9, 26, 36.)
~oramuchmore favorable interpretation than Passmore's, see Donald Liv-

~ngston,"Humc on Ultimate Causation," American PhilosoPhical Quarterly
(1971), esp. pp. 66f.
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,\:

This criticism betrays a misunderstanding of Hume's argument
and its aim. Just prior to the above quotation from the Enquiry,
Hume speaks of ultimate causes as powers and attacks the
Lockean position that if the ultimate atomic constituents of
things were exposed, their operations could fully be understood
(by ,ome rationali" ,tandard 01 intelligibility). Bnme wntenw
that even following discoveries of the most general regularities,
such as Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation or his own "uni.
versal laws of cohesion among ideas," we still find ourselves
unable fully to understand phenomena that are subsumable
under those laws or to "penetrate into the reason of the con.

junction" (T, d, t69; EBU, See 26). Sucb diKoverie, fail to
explain what causes one event to succeed another, in Locke's
sense of cause. Only succession is observed, never what makes
the succession happen. In place of the false hope extended b~
Locke, Hume is offering his readers no more than a nonpara'
doxical, deductive.nomological account of explanation-viz" that;
deductive explanations, in those cases where the explanandum
consists in a general law, subsume the explanandum under other
laws of wider scope. This is what Hume means when he sa~s
"we must endeavour to render all our principles as universal-as

p""'ible, by tracing up our experimen" to the utmo,t, an.!;"'.
plaining all effects from the simplest and fewest causes,
(T, xvii).

Hume's point is that repeatedly subsuming natural phenomena.
under causal laws of broader scope provides no compreheiisiop
of Lockean ultimate causes, for even the most basic laws on,.\)j

"stave off our ignorance" until discovery of their "gelleral,
causes," i.e., general regularities from which they are ded~able,
The small thread of truth in Passmore's criticism is that Huro.ej
uses the term "general cause" sloppily, perhaps because,he:fiMI
Locke in mind. To render his language consistent Humeshol.lld'
'"y "general law" in"ead 01 "general cau,e." Bowever,Ii'e'~
not fall into the deeper confusion Passmore attributesto,fib:nt
He never commits himself to the view that general caus_es,n~ye

prior and contiguou, cau"'; he hold, only that any generaJl~
lority expte"ed by a nomological generaliration may itselt.1<.
grounded in other, "more ultimate" regularitie,. The pro61""
of ultimate causes thus tUrns out to be identical to the,problem
of fundamentallaws.'"

"
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IV

Bearing in mind the four specifications of general laws developed
in Section II, we shall now consider the relation between laws
that meet these specifications and singular causal statements.
The obvious problem is that the causal generalizations that
follow directly from reflection on common singular causal state.
ments cannot always meet the requirements of Hume's theory.
For example, the singular causal statement "the shelving of a
copy of Hegel's Phenomenology caused the bookshelf to break"
doesnot entail a general law to the effect that bookshelves break
whenever copies of Hegel's Phenomenology are placed on them.
The former statement might be true in virtue of the presence
of a copy of that great classic being contingently necessary for
the breaking, while the latter lawlike statement is not true. A

predicate such as "shelving copies of Hegel's Phenomenology"
mightbe among the antecedents of some lawful conditional, but
it does not describe any part of the antecedent of the law that
subsumesthe particular causal sequence here described. After
all,any other book or object of equal or greater weight would
havebeen sufficient on the occasion for the breakage, though
none would have been necessary. The causally relevant factor

for purposes of generalization is weight, yet it goes unmentioned
in the true singular statement. In what way, then, could the
singular statement in question entail a law that involves con-
siderations unmentioned in the singular statement? How could
irrelevant predicates be employed to pick out correctly the causal
sequences the singular statement reports? And in what sense
aresuch singular statements "implicitly general"?

Donald Davidson has offered an appealing answer to these
questions.to He distinguishes between stronger and weaker ver.
sionsof the thesis that singular causal statements are implicitly
general.On the strong version, a singular causal statement, em-

ployingpredicates "X" and "Y" to describe its relata (the par.

10:DonaldDavicson, "Causal Relations," Journal of PhilosoPhy 64 (1967).
ppi!6gIf.697.701f. Cf. also his "Actions. Reasons. and Causes." Journal of
~hi/osoPhy60 (1963). pp. 685-'7°0, as reprinted in B. Berofsky, ed., Free-Will
C"d'Determinism(New York: Harper & Row. 1966).pp. 236f. Some features
o[Davidson'sanalysis were anticipated by Hume's Scottish successor, ThomasB
(~Wn(i778-1820). See his Inquiry into the Relation of Cause and Effect
-. ndon',3rd ed., 1818).
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ticular cause, x, and its effect, y), entails a general statement of
conditional form, whose antecedent and consequent predicates
consist in, or at least include "X" and "V," On a weak interpre-
tation of the condition of implicit generality, the truth of the
singular statement ,entails that there are some true descriptions
of x and y, the cause and effect, and that there is some general
law employing the predicates that figure in these descriptions,
from whicl< the ,ingul", ,tateroent in que,tinn Inllnw', nn '11'

p,np,iate ,ub,titucinn nl co."Ie"ntial d"criptinm. Tbi, in.
tcrp"tatinn i, weakcr than the lnune' beoau"" nn p",tirul"
law employing predicates "X" and "V" is directly entailed by
ordinary statements that employ these predicates, and the truth,
of such a statement can be defended without having to defend.
any particular law.

Davidson's suggestions focus attention on the crucial, but easil~
nvednnked, pnint tbat a di,tinctinn mu,t finnly be drnwn &;
tween causes (those events, states, or conditions that actually,.
bring abnut an effect and that wnuld be mentinned in nne '"
more true causal laws) and those features of causal occasionsgen.
e,ally rited in nm de""ption' nl a cau"" and i," effect..F,.I'
lnwin~ David,nn" lead, it i, u,elulln, u, tn di,cingui,h Im'ilI"
between the laws actually entailed by true singular causal state.
ments and the general statements our descriptions of those
causal occasions would entail if the singular statements\~Wefei

generalized. In Hume's formula "all the objects similar to ~ are:
followed contiguously by objects similar to y," commonsense
will lead one to focus attention on objects similar to x (\1nderi'
a certain description). Even ordinary causal generalizationsreflec!,1
this fact (e.g., "life preservers-or aluminum boats, or buoy..s'1P!'
Ing.-cau"" p",wn, tn Bnat"). But any univeNally troe",".iaI,
law will focus attention not on the objects but on the.~efeva!lfi
similarities x possesses in common with other objects (e:g;,.,its
,hape, den,ity nl material, etc.). In ,hnrt, the Unilonoi\~.)1!i!
Universality Specifications must be tightened to asseri;thatja!
conditinn nl cau..1 law' i, Innnulatinn purely in tenni"~U"";'
venally cunneeted leatUre'. Acco,dingly, the teno' o,dfnjrllj
u""d tn d"cribe eamally connected nbjee," m'y dille< ~,jIi@l".
INm the de.criptive p"dicat" that appc", in tho"" ca"f"ll':"

gnveming the cited ""quene", In ron" """', nnly p,eciteI1,1\iJ!
roulated law' th.t "Ie' tn 'pecifie but quite gene"IIe",,""',Wnl
not violate the Uniformity and Universality specificatIons',

..
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The relation of Hume's two specifications to singular causal
statements may now be clarified further. The Uniformity Speci-
fication governs instances as follows: the antecedent condition
termS in a constant conjunction statement of law c may be em-

ployed to describe correctly one or more features of each instance
of c's antecedent. and the consequent condition terms in c cor-
rectly describe one or more features of each instance of c's
consequent. The Universality Specification relates to instances
as follows: if s is a singular causal statement of the form "x
causedy," then s may entail no particular law but it does entail
that there exists a universally quantified conditional statement,
containing among its antecedents a predicate x instantiates and
as its consequent a predicate y instantiates.

Although it is not clear whether Davidson explicitly attributes
either the strong or the weak version of the claim of implicit
generality to Hume's writings, it is plausible to attribute the
more acceptable of these two accounts to Hume. Two passages
in particular support this contention. First, in the section on
Rules,Hume offers two principles, which, he says, "hang upon"
what we have called uniformity-universality requirements:

(5)Whereseveral different objects produce the same effect,it must be
bymeans of some quality, which we discover to be common amongst
them. , . ,

(6) The difference in the effects of two resembling objects must pro-
ceedfrom that particular, in which they differ. . . . When in any
il1stancewe find our expectation to be disappointed, we must conclude
that this irregularity proceeds from some difference in the causes.

Y;I',174)

Insomelate sections of the first Enquiry, Hume augments these
familiarinductive principles with a warning against carelessly
attributingirrelevant conditions to causes:

Whenweinfer any particular cause from an effect, we must proportion
the.oneto the other, and can never be allowed to ascribe to the cause

a!Wq~alities,but what are exactly sufficient to produce the effect. . . .
Hthecause,assigned for any effect, be not sufficient to produce it, we
~Us~titherreject that cause, or add to it such qualities as will give
Ilajuft proportionto the effect. (EHU, Sec. 105,emphasisadded)

~ume,misleads us somewhat by saying we ascribe causation
Wheremwe discover the resemblance," Davidson correctly main-

,.,jI
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fi

tains that we may discover a shared quality of causal instances,

y,t not havc hit upon "n' "mal [caM". Still, flumc', bmad
formulation produces no major problem. Perhaps he means "dis.
coverable common quality" (as at EHU, Sec. 68, for instance),
not "discovered common quality." He commonly assumes a dis.
tinction between causal ascriptions and correct causal ascriptions,
as the passage from the Enquiry suggests. At any rate, it seems
obvious that Hume would not quarrel with Davidson's construe.
tive claims (d. T, 139, 175)'

Moreover, Hume appears to anticipate Davidson's views in
his discussions of unknown and hidden causes. Hume often
admi" that thet' may bc qualiti" that acrnunt 10' cau,"1 "late<!,
ness other than the "superfi.cial qualities" we commonly cite
(EflD, Sec'. ,g, 3')' Som,tim" it appeat' that flum' is not
serious and might be parodying Locke in his comments.,on.1
hidden causes. But at other points, he is clearly pressing a th«1,~is;

1

He argues, for example, that while we often attribute causal
a~ncy to objec" that only "i",gulatly and unmtainly" prod""
a patticuJat e!!cct (opium iIT,golatly cat"" ,leep), philmoPh'"
do not presume that such objects, as experienced, are ca\1ses.
Rathet, thcy ,uppo", that thcte atC "",me ",act cau",s in.!1ie
,"uctute 01 thc pO',," that a" eithet opetativc 0' pteveri1f\"

opetation (EflD, Sw. 47, 67; T, '3')' Th' cau,"llaw, ol~hjrli
such cases are instances he also proclaims secret, i.e., Un.d!~1
coveted. In ,uch ca'" "' "pestilcnce, ca<thquak", and p,o<\igi,"
'"y' flum', wc bdieve the<c is a cau,"1 ,elatiou, yet w, "."at>
a 10" to a"igo a p<ope< cau"," (EflD, Sce. 54)' fl, expl.it.tlli'
loss as follows: "The circumstance, on which the effect deR,end$Iw
is ftequ,ntly involved iu othet ti,cu""tauce" which at' (.reili\'.

,\

and extrinsic. The separation of it often requires great attmtioll!
accuracy, and subtilty" (EHU, Sec. 84n). Hume is again argui~g
that one may bc awatC of pa,ticulO' cau,"1 "qn,n'" WitllWt
being aW'" cithe< of "'".. cau,,1 [acto" 0' o[ th' cacji3\""'
governing the sequences observed.

Bume's conclusion seems to be the one Davidson aJ:'gues,for:
while ,ingol" cau,,1 ,tatemcn" do not 'ntail any p"",,,J~
law, thcy do cntail tbat the" i, a law. PCthap' th' fi~;~@'O
iu thi, conclu,ion ,bould bc elabotated in the [ol1o"""g>"""
onc may knoW that pa"icul" cau,"1 ",qucnce' occn"MtliWt
knowing thc p,eti" cau,,1 law' that gove," th"",,,and, ;"

"
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thermore, the meaning of singular causal reports of such se-
quences does not include the citation of a particular law. Hume's
insistence that there is no well.founded attribution of causal
relatedness to individual sequences without the support of past
experience, analogical reasoning from such experience, or belief
acquired through education, is thus clearly compatible with
Davidson's approach to implicit generality. While Davidson's
argument centers on the meaning of causal statements and
Hume's on a claim about the epistemic basis of such statements,
they are perfectly complementary.

Moreover, Davidson's clarification of the relations between
causal laws and causal instances and our extension of it serve
to undercut two important objections that have been lodged
against Hume's regularity theory. The first may be called the
Irregular Cause Problem, and the second the Singular Cause
Problem. We consider them in turn in the next two sections.

\,
I
1

\

v
The Irregular Cause Problem. It has repeatedly been claimed
byphilosophers that some true causal citations do not conform
to the requirement of regular succession. One particularly
interestingexample of this objection has been advanced by Fred
Dretskeand Aaron Snyder. They provide alleged counterexam-
plesto Hume's view, which they in turn use to support a theory
of;!causal irregularity. The chief counterexample involves a
~andomizingdevice R that proceeds, upon activation, to one
of.Jtsone hundred different terminal states (each equiprobable).
Attachedto R is a revolver that fires when and only when the
terminalstate is number 17. If we place this device next to a
cat,.point the revolver at the cat, activate R, and the cat is
kiUed,then according to ordinary causal thinking we have killed
thecat, even though the improbable has occurred. The distinc-
tiveSnyder-Dretske thesis emerges from this example:

Thoughwe designate our actions as the cause, and the eat's death
satheresult,there is no regular or uniform connection between actions
.oLthefirstsort and results of the latter sort. If we should perform in
lIIesameway under identical circumstances,more often than not
(toughly99%of the time) the cat would survive. . . . [Here] in iden.
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tical circumstancessomething o{ type C will not even generally be
{allowedby somethingo{type E.11

In one important sense the described circumstances do provide
an example of causal irregularity. But the authors fail to answer
the pertinent and most difficult questions forced by the Hume-
Davidson analysis. Consider again Bume's discussions of un.
known and hidden causes. As we saW, he contends that while
we often attribute causal efficacy to objects that only "irregularly
and uncertainly" produce a particular effect, philosophers sup-

po"' thero to bo ",omo """, oau",', in tho ,=ctu" of p-:'
that are either operative or preventive. Because the causal laws
are also undiscovered, we should distinguish, in cases such as
the Snyder-Dretske example, between the regularities entailed
by true singular causal statements and the general statements
our descriptions of those causal occasions would entail if the
known singular relation were generalized. No proponent of the
Regularity Theory would unguardedly admit that the ante.
cedent conditions Dretske and Snyder describe as type C events
are relevantly similar to the conditions that actually cause the
death of the cat. Regularity theorists would insist that until the
description of type C events is divided into types C1,C2' . . .,
C,"', ono h.. meT"lydo..,;bod ",mo obviou,ly camal o""io,
without identifying the exact cause.

Tho peculiaritk' of a randomiring d..ice \ail to dimini..J1ie
force of this argument. An advocate of the regularity theol1'
would not concede that the criteria for a proper nomological
d,""iption of oven" nf typo care ..ti,hod by a dooctiption."ci
.. "activating a randomiring d..ico." Thi, ..ont i, par. oPthe
cause-indeed it is a contingently necessary condition-but
adoquat< and p"ci", d,"criptinn" of typo C ..on" wonld.i",
cludo both tbo ,n!liciont an,1 tho n"o"a'1 conditions for tJP<E
..on". In tho oa" of a randomiring d..ico tho condition' wouiij
have to bo tho"' ,n!liciont both for landing in "at< numb'" t~
and for killing tho oat. Ho" ",v.rallaw, migbt bo invol..,!;

Holding to tbeir objection !com can,.) i",gnlarity, DI"'"
and Snyder have ",pondod to one po..iblo lino of critl.;.or.
follows:

u. F. 1. Dreok, >n' A. Sn,"""C","" 1",gul,,""" PI.H,,"I" ./","",
39 (1972), p. 7° (emphasis added).
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. . . it is unclear how we could redescribe our action so as to include
conditions "sufficient both for landing in state number 17 and for
the killing of the cat"-since, so far as is known, there are no condi-
tions which are sufficient (in the sense of "subsumable under causal
laws")for the electron's landing in state number 17. . . . [If the sug-
gestionis] that we can redescribe what we did as "putting the electron
in state number 17" and, under this description, have something that
is part of some causally sufficientcondition for the cat's death, [this]
is certainly right. But [it] implicitly concede[s] the very point for
whichwe were arguing. For if we can be said to have put the electron
in state number 17. despite the acknowledged lack of any causal
regularity,then we can also be said to have killed the cat. The con.
clusionremains that either we can do things that bear no causal con-
nection to our immediate actions, or else causal connections do not
requireregularity.12

This conclusion is fallaciously drawn, even though Dretske and
Snyder do correctly see the line of argument a defender of the
regularity theory must take. Suppose one can, as they suggest,
redescribe the agent's action as "putting the electron in state
number 17." We know, based on what they say, that the follow.
ingcausal generalization is true:

Whenever the electron is put in state number 17, then (given
the stipulated circumstances) the cat dies.

Wealso know that a generalization based on any other activating
action (e.g, putting the electron in state number 16) is false.
These formulations demonstrate that when we are sufficiently
precisein our descriptions of events and reach a true causal
generalization, we have located the cause, and when we are
sufficientlyimprecise we say something that is either false or
misleading.They also reveal the irrelevance of injecting, as
Dretskeand Snyder do, the reminder that there is an "acknowl-
edgedlack of any causal regularity." At the appropriate link in
thechain from activation of R to the cat's death there is no

lackof causal regularity at all, for the generalization cited
aboveis universal, uniform, and true. There is, of course, a
noncausalirregularity in their example between activating the
machineand its landing in state number 17, since (as they hy-

II.F.1.Dretskeand A. Snyder, "Causality and Sufficiency:Reply to Beau.
champ," PhilosoPhy of Science 4° (1973), p. 289.
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pothesize) there was an "event which was perfectly random and
had no cause."18 But this non causal occurrence is irrelevant
(as they correctly see) to whether the activator caused the cat's
death (he did); nor does it figure in any way in the proper
causal law. I,n short, the randomizing device example is irrele.
vant and is shown to be irrelevant, as was originally suggested,
by a correct redescription of the human action as one of placing
the electron in state number 17 (where, of course, there is a
perfect causal regularity with the death of the cat). Because
of this regularity we recognize that the action is the cause of the
cat's death; if there were no such regularity, then either the
actor did not cause the death or else the death resulted from
some other action (describable using the appropriate terms).

Dretske and Snyder may have still another rejoinder, one,
which they seem to anticipate. They argue that if one focuses
on the effect "landing in state number 17," and asks for its
cause, it appears that the activation of the machine caused the
effect of landing in state number 17, even though these two
events are irregularly connected. And this is indeed a somewhat
more interesting example than the cat's death, because there
is without question an irregular relation between activating R,
and the device's landing in state 17. Dretske and Snyder argue
that there is a causal relation here, too, because "there are no
conditions other than C [the activating act] which are necessary,
for E [landing in 17] for which C is not already sufficient."u
Hence, C is causally sufficient for E.

But .this claim too is mistaken. It may be admitted thatl the
act of activating R at least partially exPlains why R landed,in
state 17, once we understand both how randomizing devices
operate and that the probability of landing in 17 was 0.01.But
we would not say that the activating act caused R to land:in
state 17. The action in question, activating R, may be described
as the event that caused the electron to land in one of the one
hundred terminals, but not to land in 17 in particular.

This perhaps unappealing claim does not simply beg the,ques'
tion by insisting on a regularity account while invoking Davidl
son's theory of redescription. It follows from what Dretske,and

13. Dretskc and Snyder, "Causal Irregularity," p. 7°.
14. Dretske and Snyder, "Causality and Sufficiency," p. 291.
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Snyder themselves say. They say that settling in state number
17 was a "random event" that Was "not causally determined."
Yet, they say, it Was not an uncaused event: "our actiVating the
device w", cau"Uy ,uHideut foe it, ""ling In "ate numbee '7,
and con"quently foe the cat', death, in the "n" that nothing
further Wasnecessary, in that particular case, for either of those
results." But something else Was necessary in that particular
case, viz., a random occurrence. According to their own accOunt
of causation, after which the previous quotation is patterned,
"in calling a condition S sufficient for E, we mean that there
are no condi tions other than C which are necessary for E for
which C is not already sufficient."15 The question, then, is
whether C Was "already sufficient" for the random occurrence
that led to E. The answer seems obviously to be that it Was

not Causally sUfficient, no matter what aCCOuntof sufficiency
one employs. For nothing could, on their own definition, be
causallysufficientfor the purely random occurrence.It is a ran-
dom, acddental OCCUlTence;hence, the aCt of activating the de.
vicedoes not cause the landing in 17. At most it causes R to
land In 'ome teemlnal oe othee. And 'hi, I, good ccgularity
doctrine, whether Hume's or Davidson's. [Note also that the
DtetAAe-Snydeeanaly.l, of cau,,1 'UHidency com" pcccariou£ly
closeto begging the question by repeating "sufficiency" in the
analysans.]

Dcc"ke and Snydee have peehap' confu"d cau"1 ilTegularity
with causal accidentality. If, during an air raid, bombs are
dropped that cause the unanticipated deaths of children in reo
gionsremote from the target, the deaths will be described as an
accident(in part because their probability is low) but not as a

"'" of cau"l IlTegulaclty. It may he that the ca" of killing
~e cat I, >imllacly Improhable, bn, no, Iccegulac. The ale <aId
-ple again lI1u""te, 'he Imp"'tance of a pcopec de"'lption
ofth, aCtion, Involved. None would deny that bombing undee
the fully de",lbed conditio", alway. CCml" in 'he death of
db""t childccn. Similarly we ,hould no, deny that activating
. randoml'ing device undee the appeopriate d""IPtion ("y,
D."""", and Snyder', "putting the electron in "ate nnmber '7")
"'IIalWay.""ult In the death of appropelately dl,tant cats.'5.Ibid.
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The real problem of randomness is at once more and less
serious than proponents of causal irregularity recognize. Where
there is genuine randomness, there is no causation at all, as
Dretske and Snyder seem to recognize: an "event which lis1 per-
fectly random. . . (has1 no cause."16 It is therefore no counter-
example to the regularity thesis that causation consists in regu-
larities that are not just nonrandom, but strictly universal. But
suppose, as the current orthOdoxy in the interpretation of quan-
tum mechanics suggests, that the fundamental laws of nature are
not strictly universal, but are irreducibly statistical. What will
the upshot be for the flumean? Here the problems of causal
irregularity become more serious than philosophers such as
D""ke and Snyd... have imagined. Snppo", it tum' out that
all events are related to one another in the irreducibly stochastic
way that a quantum mechanical randomizing device's states are"
alleged to be related. If the fundamental laws of physics are
statistical in character, then the apparently deterministic phe'
nomena at the macroscopic level will correctly be described\])y;
statements, deducible from the statistical quantum laws, that.
are themselves only deterministic in the unattainable limit,jas,
Planck's constant approaches zero by comparison to values"of:
macroscopically measured values.

This possibility, not envisioned by flume, must have seri6iis,
repercussions for his theory of causation, because it appear~,to
deny the existence of the constant conjunctions in which causa'
tion consists. Thus, given an event of either macro- or micro,'

phy,ical ,hamt..., the mo,t [undamental law 01 wo,king )'!ill'
not restrict its successor to one and only one kind, but willl3,t
best specify a class of different kinds of successors with var,ying,
de!;,," or probability. Beenu,", at tbe level o[ macro,",opic',","";
the probability distribution is so heavily skewed that thepropa...
bility of one particular successor approaches 1.00,we mista~e.thei
,",quene< fo, a detenoini,tic one when in faet it i, """'ti~l~
statistical. But if there are no true universal and uniform 13:W:~i
there is no flumean causation, anywhere. If in the light of:tliis
conditional we nevertheless embrace the truth of at least;one,
,ingula< "atement or enu,.1 ,elatedne" betWeen tWOpa'ttieUl'"
events,we are iPso facto committed to rejecting Hume's account
of causation as false.

~

16. Ibid.
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.1 How can the Humean reply to this argument? The safest
reply is that the philosophy of physics is currently in an un-
settled state, and problems surrounding the interpretation of

quantum mechanics remain insufficiently resolved to enable one

~ particular view of this theory to refute a theory of causation
, that has so much to recommend it. For it is by no means agreed. that quantum mechanics is most plausibly construed as irre-

ducibly statistical or indeterministic. Numerous exponents of
hidden variable theories claim that underlying deterministic
mechanisms may eventually be found to which quantum phe-
nomena are reducible. Others, following Ernest Nagel,17 argue
that in all important respects quantum mechanics is a de-
terministic theory after all. Nagel points out that the Schrodinger
wave equation expressing the fundamental regularity of the
theory is not a probability formula, but a differential equation
of the same form (providing single-valued time dependent solu-

3 tions) as the equations expressing deterministic Newtonian me-
chanics. The difference between Newtonian and quantum
mechanics, in Nagel's view, rests on differences between the
state-descriptions that the two theories both deterministically
relate. The fundamental states of objects in Newtonian mechan-
ics are given by their values of momentum and position; the

parallel states for quantum mechanical objects are given by the. wcalled 'It-function. The appearance of irreducible probability
is generated for quantum mechanics by the fact that the only
plausible interpretation available for the w-function involves
treating the square of its absolute value as a measure of the
probability that an object will have the classical state-variable
properties at a given time. The Humean may take over this
'argument and claim that if the states accorded to objects by
q1.lantummechanics can satisfy the requirements of spatiotem-

:! poralcontiguity and succession, then the deterministic character'

\
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ndamental equation of quantum mechanics assures that

. theseobjects will engage in causal relations of the sort Hume
envisaged.

t! The trouble with this line of counterargument, aside from"
\
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the£," ,hOtit "," on an inte'p,,"';on of quantum meehan'"

r aUe~stas controversial as the one attributed to anti-Humeans,,
t
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st Nagel, The Stmcture of Science (New York: Harcourt. Brace &:
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is that it is uncertain whether objects can satisfy the requirements
of contiguity and succession. That is, these requirements were
initially established in the light of Newtonian assumptions that
the fundamental states of objects are their exact position and
momentum. The deterministic interpretation of quantum me-
chanics obliges us to surrender this assumption, and to replace
it with the supposition that objects are fundamentally charac-
terized by their w-functions. But at present the w-function is
either uninterpreted or interpreted in terms of irreducible objects
having only probable position and momentum. In the former
case, we cannot tell whether objects satisfy the requirements of

spatiotemporal location that position and momentum provide,
while the latter alternative obviously renders quantum mechanics
incompatible with the Humean account of deterministic caus-,
ality. This dilemma for the Humean illustrates why it is perhaps
best simply to say that arguments from quantum mechanics"
involve premises that are too controversial to settle any matters
in the present connection.

Other Humean responses to the absence of strictly unive~sal
and uniform laws also deserve consideration. One strong.~re.,

joinder is to admit that without such laws there is no caus~}itW
whatever, and that the concept of cause will then have no correct.

application to any actual sequence. Of course the Humean;'Will!
only agree to this admission if his opponents accept the challenge.
of showing, in the absence of universal and uniform laws,"wha,t.)
difference there is between the causal sequences they seek,,1to
retain and accidental sequences. If Humean arguments to..snowl
our inability to distinguish causal sequences from accigental!
ones without appeal to regularities are sound, opponents\wjl1J
be unable to substantiate their claim that causality obtains,iiiJ
an indeterministic world, because they will be unable tQIdi~.

tinguish causal and accidental sequences.
It will not do to argue in reply that causation obtains i\1~any,

sequence reflecting a probabilistic regularity at some particular.
level above chance. There will be no detectable difference ,he.
tween accidental sequences that reflect the particular,ieveWo~

probability in question and the most fundamental (and. tfier~'
fore unexplainable) statistical regularity of quantum mec~3,JIitS
associating kinds of events at exactly the same level of prot)a~i!.'

ity. We cannot ground causation on irreducible statistica~laws,
quantum mecbanical ot othetW;"" fot tbe fondament'~ ."f,UI

.,
....
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of these laws excludes their nomological explanation as surely
as the accidental status of a nonnomological statistical regularity
excludes its wholly nomological explanation. Under these cir-
cumstances causal and accidental sequences will be indistinguish-
able. The following conclusion is the one we have suggested
the Humean should support: if the fundamental "laws" of
nature turn out to be statistical and not uniform and universal,
there is no causation, and the concept has no correct applicability.

It is worth emphasizing again that Hume's is not an inquiry
into the meaning of the expression "cause" as it figures in
ordinary language. Appeals as to what we should say in ordinary
or extraordinary contexts have little weight for Hume. He is
concerned not with what we believe is true when a singular
causal statement is true, but with what is invariably true when
such a statement is true. If it turns out that on the only tenable
account of the matter, given the facts of an ineliminable inde-
terminism, all singular causal statements are false, the analysis
Hume offers will in no way be vitiated. His philosophical views
do not entail the existential claim that there are true singular
causal statements. To announce that there are paradigm cases
of true singular causal statements is no part of an analysis of
the notion of cause, unless the announcement is accompanied
by an account of the differences between sequences that make
theparadigm cases true and sequences that are non causal. The
latterendeavor transcends appeal to intuitions about particular
cases.

\
I

.
j

I
I
!
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VI

The Singular Cause Problem. It has been argued that since
Humerestricts inquiry into causation to the search for laws, his
.workmakes no contribution to the analysis of singular causal
statements as such or to inquiry concerning the character of the
eyents,states, and conditions among which the causal relation
obtains.This misconception of Hume's theory is due to an em-
'p~asison causal laws out of proportion to their actual place in
Hume'swritings. C. J. Ducasse is representative:

ILtheengine of my car stops, and I ask "Why?", I am not asking for
~!t~tementof invariable succession or of a law, even though one may,
C()nceivably,be inferable. . . . What I want to know is . . . the single

I
t

!
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difference between the circumstances of the engine at the moment
when it was running, and at the moment when it was not. . . . Con-'j
stant conjunctions. . . would follow as a matter of course, if the
cause and the conditions were repeated. But constant conjunction is
then a possible corollary, not the definition, of causation. To have
mistaken it for the latter was Hume's epoch-making blunder. . . "
[Hume and Mill believe) inquiry into causation is inquiry into laws;
The truth is on the contrary that it is directly and primarily an inquiry
concerning single, individual events.18

This interpretation is not entirely groundless, but it obscufes

important subtleties in Hume's analysis. In Ducasse's interpreta;
tion Hume thinks causal inquiry is directly concerned with,
constant conjunctions and is not concerned, or is only indirectly
concerned, with single cases. This emphasis is Ducasse's primary
misconception.

Ducasse fails to see that on Hume's view even if a singrllar1
statement about an instance entails that a law exists, it is'no
less a singular statement about the instance. Saying "This B'oie
in the radiator caused the car to break down" is on HuIhe's

analysis neither equivalent to a law statement nor the res\il'Vof
an inquiry into a law, though the truth of the statement'clges)
entail that there is a universal law, known or unknown;, sub;
suming the sequence described. Hume simply holds that whereas,
some relations are inherently relations between indiviclua'1s~re:

gardless of the class to which they belong (spatial relatiori's~~:g.)1
the causal relation holds between individuals as instances'i9.f~sRC"
cifiable classes. This analysis involves more than a mere 'yerbalj

quibble with Ducasse. Hume grants that in any particular.;c3.~
what we "want to know," as Ducasse puts it, is the singled~ffer,

O,"

ence between one set of circumstances and another. Inde~~h,OIW
of Hume's previously cited passages could be mistakeIiJor;.a

quotation from Ducasse: "the circumstance, on which t~reff~cti
depends, is frequently involved in other circumstances", whic\1i
are foreign and extrinsic. The separation of it often" reqJlires'!'

great attention, accuracy, and subtilty" (EHU, Sec. 841:1;':cfjr];;
148, 175). Hume affirms through his rules of inductiorf;thedl!1~

portance of inquiry into single differences and would a~e~itl1~t~;
as a matter of practical need, we are commonly interestedliII!

18. C. J. Ducasse, Causation and the Types of Necessity, pp. '1~21; alSo
d. p. 10. (Passages slightly rearranged, and some italics added.)

"'II
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single differences and in single cases. He denies only that single
differences can be known from absolutely singular cases.

This last observation points to a second difference between
I

I

. Bume and Ducasse, one regarding the conditions of causal knowl-
, edge. Hume's "epoch-making" epistemological twist is his claim
, that there is no identification, detection, or recognition of a
, "mal relation wiclwut an appmp,iare backgmund of "ped,n",.

Ducasse disagrees. He thinks both that a sequence occurring only
once can be causal and also that a particular sequence can be
known through observation to be causal, even though it is
unique, and therefore independent of any regularity or analogy
to another regularity. Ducasse maintains that the individual

causal sequence is primary and the general regularity secondary
in the order of knowledge, and consequently in the analysis we
may offer of the meaning of the concept. In this respect he is in
agreement with Anscombe. Unlike Anscombe, however, Ducasse
substantiates this commitment with an argument for the per-
ceivability of causation. He claims that a set of changes C, com-
posed of changes C1>C2,. . . Cn, is the cause of an event E, in
circumstances S (composed of C,E, and the set of irrelevant

causal conditions I), if and only if C and E are the only two
changes in S, and C can be distinguished from elements in I by
perception in singular cases: "In any such concrete case observed,
the causation which occurred was not inferred but was as literally
perceived as were the concrete events it connected." Ducasse
admits that perceptual mistakes are sometimes made about
causation, but he attributes them to the fact that we have not

succeeded in isolating the only change in circumstances:

It is difficult to make sure that no other occurred; but it is likewise
difficultto make sure by observation that there is at a given time no
mosquitoin a given room, or no flea on a given dog. . . . Thus, theo-
retica1ly,all that observation can yield is probability. . . . In many
casesit is difficult or impossible to attain certainty that what we
ooservereally conforms to the definition of the [causal] relation.

Ducassehas, in effect, described Mill's Method of Difference,
whichhe takes to be a description or definition of the causal
relationitself, not just a method for discovery or proof.19

""

i90lbid., pp. 147ff,and C. J. Ducasse, Nature, Mind, and Death (LaSalle,
11.:.~pen Court, '951), pp. 95. 105-7, 118-21. The two quotations are, re-

Spectively,from the former. p. 151, and from the latter, p. 119.

.
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Ducasse is well aware of criticisms that it is difficult to ascer.
tain the true cause by perceptual observation. He argues that if,

any doubt as to the conformity between observation and the
definition of causation arises, then "additional observation can
often dispose of the doubt and thus increase the probability."2o
This argument defends Ducasse's claims only by weakening them
to the degree that Hume rests unrefuted. Hume never denies
that hypotheses about proper causes can be framed on the basis
of single occasions; and he notoriously agrees that experience in:
the form of "additional observations" increases the probability
of accuracy. Hume merely denies that the relation itself is ever
directly perceived or that we knoW by single perception whiCh:
changes are the causal ones. It is the second of these claim.si
that Ducasse must refute, and yet he fails to do so. Even certain.'
of Ducasse's proponents have apparently recognized this def&tii
Among them, Edward Madden and James Humber write:..

In perceiving the complex change, . . . did we directly observe the
causal relation? Ducasse answers "yes" because we experiencedwhat
was in fact sufficient to E, even though what we experienced was more
than sufficient. It seems to us, however, that the correct answerijs:
"no" because there is a difference between experiencing the cause',Qf;
E and experiencing something as the cause of E. Ducasse confuses,ilie,
two notions. He is right in saying that one has perceived what),is:
the cause of E but wrong in thinking that one thereby has perceived!
x as the cause of E. Given any complex change, one cannot claim,tQ1
have experienced the whole of it or any part of it as the caus~;'j'o«E-i
because what the caUSe of E is can be known in such cases'QlllyJ
inferentially.21

In order to show both that causation is perceivable itl~'Bar>'
ticular sequences and that it is not an unanalyzablenoti()l1~
Ducasse would have to show precisely which features of"per;cep.:

tual experience distinguish causes from noncauses. It wO\11dtril!~
suffice to show which features merely distinguish causes;frotll
irrelevant conditions or from changes that are accidentallconi
comitants. Otherwise the initial question of how we. ,areito:

distinguish causal and noncausal changes in a non-Hum.~a.n:~aYi:~;I;

20. Ducasse, Nature, Mind, and Death, pp. 113-25. Quotation p. 119'. "
21. Edward Madden and James Humber, "Nonlogical Necessity"a~d;,?,dr;:
Ducasse," Ratio 13 (1971); and reprinted in Beauchamp, ed., Phlloso~h.!cal,
Problems at Causation, op. cit., p. 17°.
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is begged. Ducasse never provides such differentia' as features
of immediate perceptual experience alone, and his explanations
invariably make tacit appeal to influential knowledge from
other cases. In the end his account seems indistinguishable from
flume's.

In order to test Ducasse's views against Hume's, imagine a

quite ordinary case of "perceiving" causation. Suppose an ap-
prentice painter adds a blue substance to a can of white paint
and stirs. He notices that the paint gradually thickens after
these two initial changes. The blue substance, he thinks (or
should we say perceives?), is not only coloring the can's contents
but is also thickening them. He repeats the experiment with
the same result. But now he wants a can of white paint, so he
stirs the original paint without adding any of the blue sub-
stance. To his surprise it thickens in the same way, and just
as rapidly. The stirring, not the added ingredient, has caused
the thickening. Hume's Rules (Mill's Methods) tell the apprentice
how to obtain this result ("with probability"), but how is he
to know it on Ducasse's account? Following the latter, he would
know by perception that the thickening is caused by the blue
agent or the agent together with the stirring, since these are
the only changes introduced; but he would not know that the
stirring alone is the cause.

The fact that we thus relinquish our initial causal beliefs
based on perception if similar instances prove us wrong simply
reflects Hume's analysis and its commitments to generality in
causal knowledge. The fact that one genuine counterinstance
P'tovesus wrong in such cases tends to show that we implicitly
think regularities are involved. Our powers of perception in
,~iltgularcases are sufficient, then, to inform us which changes are
causes. Matters only become more difficult as the changes in
circumstances S are multiplied, for an increasing number of
testswill be needed to discriminate causally relevant changes
fromirrelevant ones.22 But if this is what Ducasse means in the
passageabove about "additional observation," then his account
andHume's still remain indistinguishable.

This example is not one unfairly foisted on Ducasse, for his
°ll'nexamples encounter the same problem:

~

ti"II!;Rume, d. EHU, Sees. 1°5, 84n; T, 173-75.
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The other day, the dash lamp of the automobile I was in failed to

light on my turning the switch. But when I fumbled at random in the
mess of wires under the dash, the light ftickered on. postulating then
that neither the barking of the dogs on the other side of town, nor any ill
of the other changes which I did not observe taking place were causally
relevant to the light's flickering on, I at once concluded that "what I
had done" was the cause of it. Having thus identified the cause per.
ceptually. . . .23

In this example the mentioned extraneous feature is obviously"
irrelevant, but if other changes had simultaneously obtained
inside the car, could the "cause" have been so readily ascertained?
Moreover, as Hume noticed, the "perception" of causation com.

monly requires sorting relevant and irrelevant features through.
analogy from previous experience of constant conjunctions. Du,..
casse may be revising the meaning of "perception" to include

processes of reasoning, such as the elimination of alternative~
hypotheses, but then his theory clearly caves into Hume's. How~
ever, this interpretation of "perception" is not plausible aSIaj,
rendering of Ducasse's meaning, for he often argues that knowl~

edge of constant conjunctions and causal generalizations has
nothing to do with the perception of causation. Indeed, Hm:rie~si

"epoch-making blunder" allegedly lies in his failure to distingtiis~t
the two.

In addition to these problems concerning perception, is'
doubtful that an analysis in termS of individual changes ini~p.;e.
ceding circumstances captures what is ordinarily mean~bYi
"cause," despite Ducasse's claim to have done so. In theiurstJ

place, cause is not commonly distinguished from conditiorisii'~!
the way he suggests. The immediate single difference i§jfiot
causally sufficient, by his own admission; and in many contexts;
it is not generally thought to be the cause at all. SUppose\ai:ro1l\
of thunder is followed by the bursting of a dam-a strucf~te"it\
is discovered, which was inadequately designed and builfoeloWJ

specifications. Both the actions of the designer and contractQr}
and the standing bulk of water are causal conditions capable 0(1

being isolated as the cause. There is a temporal gap betweelttt~'
former causal occasion and the cited effect, while the watefjaIlQ
the construction materials are standing conditions in the§~ttof\

~

23, Ducasse, Causation and the Types of Necessity, p. 78. (Italics added;)!
'Ii

~
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irrelevant conditions I just before the occurrence of the effect, not
changes in C. Furthermore, the roll of thunder mayor may not be
causally relevant. Suppose a long-term erosion of concrete is
actually the precipitating factor. Are we to say that only the last

(I slight chink of erosion is causally sufficient? Even if we knew that
this latter change alone had occurred in the circumstances, would
it be the cause? We argue in Chapter 5 that Hume has a convinc-
ing answer to these questions, based on his account of contiguity
and succession-a thesis on which he and Ducasse may in the end
agree. That point, however, is presently irrelevant. We wish only
to observe that Ducasse's analysis fails to capture the ordinary
meaning of "cause," despite his oft-repeated claim to have done
so and thereby to have bested Hume.

In at least one further respect Ducasse's view is indisputably
at variance with Hume's. Ducasse insists that the cause of an

engine's stopping IS the single difference between "the circum.
stances of the engine at the moment when it was running, and
at the moment when it was not." If this change is the sole in-
stance of its type, and constituted the sole change in the circum-
stances, then it is the cause regardless of whether the sequence
would or would not occur in exactly similar circumstances. Up
to a point the regularity theorist agrees that qualitatively unique
and unrepeated sequences may be causal. Regularity accounts
say only that apart from analogical reasoning we cannot know

that such sequences are causal, even though they may be unique
instances of regularities. The Humean, then, will disagree spe-
cificallywith Ducasse's claim that "the observing of . . . recur-
rence is theoretically unnecessary to the identification of cases

of"'causation." If there can be no analogical comprehension
wHatever under "any known species," as Hume puts it, then
therecan be no "conjecture or inference at all"(EHU, Sec. 115).
Humeans need not disagree that recurrence is theoretically un-
necessaryto the sequence's being a causal instance. The meta-
physicalissue for Hume is not the contingent matter of whether
thetypeof sequence in question is in fact repeated, but whether
Jnewpeof sequence instanced is invariable and unconditional
r:gar'a.lessof de facto repetition.
"'(his disagreement hinges on Ducasse's modal claim that an

'u~repeatedsequence would be causal even were it not to recur
atothertimes and places where the same circumstances obtain.

!
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This view entails the dubious claim that causal statements fail
to support counterfactual conditional statements. The disagree.
ment thus depends on the character of modal and counterfactual
claims and their bearing on singular factual ones. This matter
will be taken up in the next chapter. It may now be observed,
however, that the present dispute is not limited to a disagree-.
ment between Humeans and anti-Humeans similar to Ducasse.
The dispute is between Ducasse and all others interested in
analyzing causation, including many of Hume's most formidable
opponents. It is now everywhere acknowledged that causal
claims have counterfactual force. The issues that currently sep-
arate philosophers concern the explanation of this force. Per-
haps these philosophers are mistaken on this fundamental matter,
but we find no argument in Ducasse or elsewhere to support such,
a view.

VlI ,j!

One passage in the Treatise seems inconsistent with Humejs
teaching that more than one experience is required for knowl-

edge of causal relatedness. This passage may seem to sustain;
Ducasse's view of the matter:

'Tis certain, that not only in philosophy, but even in common lit~;..we
may attain the knowledge of a particular cause merely by one experi-
ment, provided it be made with judgment, and after a careful remoy,al
of all foreign and superfluous circumstances. (T, 104: d. EHU, Sw841.1)'

Hume recognizes that if causation consists in de facto constancy\
and if causal inference requires customary expectation acq~ited"

by repetition of sequence, then multiple instances would! be
essential and causal knowledge would therefore seem inexplicable
in cases of singular causation. He responds to this obj~ctiOn:'
with the argument that

tho' we are here suppos'd to have had only one experimen,t:oJpr~

particular effect, yet we have many millions to convince us of th.i,.
pdn"pl'; th,t lik, obj"'" p',cd in lik, ,i".nut'""" wilV,'iif#i>
produce like effects; and as this principle has establish'd itsel£byia;
sufficient custom, it bestoWS an evidence and firmness on any,opinion;
to which it can be apply'd. (T, 105)

ilii ~
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Employing an argument independent of those previously
considered, Ducasse vigorously attacks this line of reasoning. He
argues that this passage presupposes his own common sense
singularism and constitutes an inconsistency in Hume's regu-
larity theory. He alleges inconsistency because the principle
to which Hume appeals would allow the generalizing of any
observed singular sequence whatsoever-causal or accidental.
Burne's stipulation about careful removal of superfluous cir-
cumstances fails to resolve the problem, Ducasse argues, for
how could the superfluous conditions be identified on the basis
of a single experiment? Such a procedure would have to involve
the separation of relevant causal condi tions from irrelevant
ones, as occurs according to Ducasse's own theory. Yet the prin-
ciple of same cause, same effect cannot itself provide this singu-
lar knowledge. From these premises Ducasse reaches two con-
clusions: (1) Hume's principle has "valid applicability" not for
the discovery of causal sequences but only for their generaliza-
tion after they have been discovered; (2) If causal relations can
be discovered by single experiences, then causal relatedness may
entail, but does not consist in, constancy of sequence.24

If Ducasse's interpretation of Hume were correct, his critical
conclusions could not be gainsaid. But Hume has again been
misinterpreted. He never allows that causal relations are dis-
coveredor even suspected in the case of objects with which an
observer is entirely unfamiliar. Indeed, he steadfastly adheres
to'a principle which, he says, "admits of no exception": "Let
anobject be presented to a man of ever so strong natural reason
andabilities; if that object be entirely new to him, he will not
be'able, by the most accurate examination of its sensible quali-
ties, to discover any of its causes or effects; . .. nor can our
reason,unassisted by experience, ever draw any inference" (EHU,
Sec.23).Ducasse apparently interprets Hume to have maintained
thatan observer need only be mentally equipped with the prin-
ciple"like causes, like effects" and need not have previous
knowledgeof the object itself or of the circumstances in which
iUsfound in order to infer causal relations. But Hume is not

tkDucasse, Nature, Mind, and Death, pp. 96f; Causation and the Types of
NecesSity,pp. 10-13; and "Critique of Hume's Conception of Causality,"
rbeJournal of PhilosoPhy 63 (1966), pp. 144f, as reprinted in PhilosoPhical
Problemsof Causation, op. cit., pp. 8f.
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tempted by this view; he consistently argues that all reasoning
concerning matters of fact is based on the relation of cause and
effect and analogy therefrom. We interpret Hume to mean that
knowledge of three distinct sorts is required for causal inference
in single cases. Such inferences can occur only if the observer
is acquainted with the causal irrelevance of certain background
conditions, the observer is capable of some identifying "judg.
ments" about the object prior to the actual experiment, and the
observer is capable of reasoning analogically, within this epi.
stemic framework, from the principle "like causes, like effects."25

An example will illustrate these three epistemic elements.
Suppose Karl, who has only a common knowledge of fruits, is
handed a young persimmon by his friend Ludwig, who requests
that he taste it and give his reaction. Since Karl has just sub.

jected his mouth to an astringent mouthwash, he waits until
this "foreign circumstance" is no longer capable of spoiling the
experiment. Meanwhile, he checks for bruises that would distort
the natural taste. And since he is aware that the juice of some
fruits tastes rather different from the fruit itself, he carefully
slices a sector and only then deposits it in his mouth. He im.
mediately experiences the tart bitterness and puckering sensa.
tion produced by persimmons. He thinks every bite of a per~
simmon will produce the same result. Why? Roughly, we main.
tain, for the reasons Hume gives. Karl does not think he is being'
deceived by the experiment because he was meticulously cautious
in probing and eliminating foreign circumstances. He expects
the same result to follow in a similar experiment because ~e
has found this principle to obtain so regularly in the past. Of,
course he does not yet know all the relevant variables that could)
contribute to his knowledge of the fruit's qualities. Heisno~
aware, for example, that the persimmon must not be softened
by frost since after softening it turns sweet and delicious; Thi$
knowledge can be obtained only through further experimeJltai
tion.

A similar single-experiment pattern is employed in applied
sciences. All known variables are kept perfectly constant prior
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25. On the importance of analogy in general for Rume, see James NOJt°nt:
Hwne's Philosophical Development: A Study of His Methods (Oxfordf Clar.
endon Press, 1973)'Part Ill, Sec.4,
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to the introduction of some new factor. A scientist working on
the effects of a chemical substance, for example, may go to
elaborate lengths before the experiment to determine the health
status of his rats, the nutritional value of their food, the purity
of their genetic strain, the uniformi ty of their cages, the regu-
larity of their handling, etc. If the rats immediately die, and
it is known that needle injections themselves cause no harm,
the scientist will be confident that his chemical substance and
no other factor is the cause. If instead of death he merely ob-
servesa chromosome breakage several days after the injection, he
may be less confident of a causal relation. But in either case he
would probably be willing, if requested, to hypothesize certain
undetected conditions which might have been present and which,
if discovered, would refute the causal claim, even though he
has at present no reason to suspect that such undetected condi-
tionsactually obtain.

On Hume's argument causal inference through analogical rea-
.soningbeyond immediate experimental contexts is not precluded,
and may be useful in the formulation of testable hypotheses.
His larger point seems to be that it is possible to reason by
elimination of alternative hypotheses until the sole relevant
causal factor is reached, provided that (I) the context is rela-
tivelysimple (d. EHU, Sec. 84n), (2) some features of the objects
involved are known, and (3) belief in the principle that like
causesproduce like effects is present. This appeal to elimination
isto be expected from a defender of the regularity theory.26

VIII

Onepotential problem in this defense of Hume lies in the in-
sufficientlyanalyzed phrase "relevant respects"-or essential
ratherthan accidental circumstances, in Hume's language. Rich-
ardTaylor has argued that regularity theorists fail on at least
twocounts in their use of this notion. On the one hand, Taylor
argues,the notion is otiose as an analysis of the causal relation,
[orto analyze causation in terms of causally relevant respects

iG,ln addition to OUTarguments, J. L. Mackie correctly points out that
causalgeneralizationsprovide vital evidence of the irrelevance of various
changesin the spatiotemporal vicinity of the causal relation. The Cement of
theUniverse(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), p. 122.
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simply begs the question. Furthermore, according to Taylor, the
constant conjunction theory cannot satisfactorily explain how
irrelevant conditions are to be distinguished from relevant ones,
for some irrelevant conditions present in accidental (noncausal)
constant conjunctions would have to be declared causally rele-
vant by defenders of a pure regularity theory. A diverse set of
true general statements about constantly conjoined features with
plural instances could thus be constructed that we would know
to be noncausal, but that the regularity doctrine would never.
theless identify as causal. For example, says Taylor, suppose
a carload of matches has some unique combination of marks
that distinguishes the matches (omnitemporally) from all other
matches: "we could then rub each in a certain way and, if all
of them in fact ignited, it would then be true that any match
that has those properties ignites when rubbed in that fashion!"
Taylor concludes from this argument that the upholders ofl
the comtant conjunotion t,.dition cannot legitimately acoount
for the crucial distinction between relevant and irrelevant fea.
tures, even though they have repeatedly resorted to its use~27
This objection to Hume is at least as old as Thomas Reid's 13ut
is no more convincing for its updated terminology. Hume's
Rules are attempts to specify experimental procedures in~ac-
cordance with which it can be determined whether some set:of
features of objects is always conjoined with another set. Using
these Rules, an assumption of invariability (i.e., a causalrele;
vance hypothesis) can be made prior to actual belief in causaf:.
relatedness and can subsequently be tested experimentally (r;
149, 173)' Hume admits that this inductive procedure may,De
tedious, complex, and sometimes unsuccessful (EHU, Sec.84fW1,
148f), but the most one can ask is that good evidence fie pre-
sented for causal claims. Hume's Rules are his attempt tosped£Yi
a pNcedure 10' the di,cove>y of ,"oh evidence, The method.'of,
eliminative induction, which he somewhat too economically.ell'

pound<, "and in need of oomidmb1e imp,ovement;" buUt\",

27, Richard Taylor, "Causation," Monist 47 (1963), pp. 287-31~,:espi'p~;
293-96. Quotation p. 295.
28. The Methods of Eliminative Induction, as applied to causationj!~ith\1l!
the framework of a regularity theory, have been developed by J..j~."LUc:as,
"Causation," in Analytical Philosophy, 1st Series, ed. R. J. Butler"(oJC.!o!"l\
Basil Blackwell, 1962), and by J. L. Mackie, "Causes and conditionsiyop~cil~
Section V, and The Cement of the Universe, Appendix.
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is no philosophical problem with his basic suggestion that good
eliminative procedures do succeed in eliminating irrelevant fac-
tors and suffice quite adequately as practical criteria of causal
relevance. No question is begged. On the contrary, the constancy
feature of the constant conjunction theory is taken seriously and

given additional content, viz., that the genius of causal inquiry
consists in discounting differences while recognizing similarities.

Undoubtedly critics of Hume such as Taylor would deny such
a rebuttal. Methods of elimination, they would say, are used

precisely to find causal laws that specify what would and would
not happen under certain conditions. The notion of counter-
factual sequence thus underlies Taylor's arguments from acci-
dental relations, and it seems to him clearly incompatible with
Hume's emphasis on de facto conjunction:

Sometimes difficulties of the kind suggested have been countered by
introducing the idea of a law into the description of causal connec-
tions. . . . [Causes] must, according to this suggestion, be exactly simi.
lar in certain respects only, and can be as dissimilar as one pleases in
other respects. But here we shall find that, by introducing the idea of
a law, we have tacitly re-introduced the idea of a necessary connection
betweencause and effect-precisely the thing we were trying to avoid.
Ageneral statement counts as a law only if we can use it to infer, not
only what does happen, but what would happen if something else
wereto happen, and this we can never do from a statement that is
merelya true general statement.29

What Taylor here claims can never be accomplished using a
constant conjunction theory is precisely what Hume, or his
modern followers at least, must and can do with consistency.
The next chapter as a whole is an argument to defend this
claim.

In this chapter we have marshaled arguments, building on
lhoseof the first two chapters, to expound Hume's doctrine of
.lheimplicit generality of singular causal instances. We first

offereda Humean account of the laws that make for this implicit
generality. Then we turned to counterexamples and counter-
arguments that suggest the primacy of causal instances over
cau~allaws.We have been pulled progressively away from con.
cepttialissues concerning the nature of laws and their relation

lOcausal sequences, and have been drawn progressively closer
~

19.)'aylor, "Causation," pp. 294-95.
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to the epistemic conditions underlying our causal beliefs. This
direction of argument should not be surprising. Attacks on
Hume's conception of the implicit generality of causal sequences
have rarely been based on a rejection of the truth conditions
Hume poses for singular causal statements and laws. Rather,
his opponents have appealed to certain basic beliefs about causal
sequences and causal laws, on the assumption that some of
these beliefs are both true and incompatible with the Humean
theory of causation. The beliefs in question are, most promi.
nently, the counterfactual ones to which Taylor appeals in the
passage above. In accounting for these beliefs, a Humean too
must shift the focus; from the truth conditions of causal claims
attention must be directed to the evidence we marshal on behalf,
of these claims.

In the next chapter we tUrn to the question of whether the

regularity theory can explain the counterfactual force of causal
statements. Our intent is to supplement the answers offered in,.
this chapter. In later chapters we shall add a Humean theory
of the relata of singular causal sequences, as well as further
arguments against the objections to Hume canvassed so far.
These inquiries bulk large as answers to the questions posed in
this chapter. In this respect our defense of the Humean theory
about the relation between causal laws and causal instances will
not be complete until the final chapter. "
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Law, Accident, Necessity,
and Counterfactuals

WE HAVE SEEN how Hume substitutes implicit generality
for the necessary connection alleged by his predecessors to ob.
tain between the objects of causation. Accidentally conjoined
events, by contrast, instantiate no law, and it is in their failure
to do so that their accidentalness consists. 1£ there are true
contingent statements that are universal in form and that de-
scribea uniform relation of accidental conjunction, then it may
seemthat Hume's specifications on the laws distinguishing causal
from accidental sequences are inadequate, and thus that his
theory of causation is seriously deficient. 1£ in addition laws
governingcausal connections could be shown to reflect a non-
psychologicalnecessity-some sort of necessity in the objects of
causation-then Hume's entire program would be undermined.

The attempt to find a non-Humean necessity either in general
lawsor in the causal sequencesthat instantiate them has recently
focusedon the relation between singular causal statements,
laws,and counterfactual statements about the objects mentioned
in the singular statements. The relevance of singular counter-
factualstatements to singular indicative causal statements hinges
onthe virtually universal conviction that a singular sequence of
particularevents, c and e, is a causal sequence only if there is
SOmesensein which, if c had not occurred, e also would not have
occurred.The sequence c,e is merely accidental, if, in this
samesense,had c not occurred, e neverthelessmight have. The
relevanceof singular counterfactual statements to laws rests
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